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ABSTRACT 

Ultrasonic Sensor Explorer (USE) is a reasonably-priced cellular robotic for mapping. Instead of highly-priced laser sensor, it makes use of cheap ultrasonic 

sensor HC-SR04 with variety up to four meters. The chassis of the robotic is manufactured from ABS plastic fabric and it is 3D published from a version called 

Mini-Me on RepRap Prusa Iteration three three-D printer. The hardware is based on ROMEO BLE mainboard. The Software consists of  components: firmware 

and software. The firmware element is an Arduino supply code venture, written in C++ programming language, which is deployed on the robot. The software 

element is Windows IOT source code, written in C# programming language, which may be run on PC, pill, telephone or ARM tool. The advised robothas been 

examined within the college lab surroundings. The provided idea proves it has a ability for SLAM. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The mapping of the operating surroundings, addresses the hassle of acquisition of spatial models of the surroundings, necessary for making plans a 

protection direction from the starting position of the robotic to its goal vacation spot.  The first rate diversity in the creation of maps of the operating 

scene [1] is determined with the aid of the one-of-a-kind techniques used for localization and movement planning of the robotic. Generally, the maps 

are divided into metric and topological. To decide the placement of the robots in metric maps, a hard and fast coordinate gadget is used. The topological 

map makes use of spatial relationships between items placed inside the working surroundings. The organization of metric maps consists of sensor maps, 

grids, geometrical and maps containing markers. 

Maps, primarily based on sensor statistics [2], are characterised by the facts acquired from on-board sensors, which is stored without further processing. 

A regular example of a sensor map is a cloud of points, every of which is recorded via its coordinates in a global coordinate reference system. They are 

appropriate for applications related to archaeological studies or urban making plans, in addition to simulations and making plans the direction of the 

robot. For this reason, it is important, the 3-d cloud to triangulate to create a 3-dimensional picture [3], [4], [5]. The image may be similarly processed, 

if small occupied reminiscence is needed. 

Grid maps, unlike other species, are one of the oldest and maximum popular maps in cell robotics [6], [7]. Through them, the environment is provided 

within the shape of a grid made from same cells. Each cellular is assigned with a vector, which describes certain bodily residences of the running area. 

If the cells incorporate records approximately the height of the terrain, theGeometric maps [15], [16], [2], [17], [6] used to symbol ize the running 

environment, depict only critical quantities of the work scene, thereby their use overcomes the drawbacks, related to the inefficient use of computing 

resources at the robotic. Moreover, they do no longer discretize environments and consequently are greater correct in comparison with the grid maps. 

The modeling of environment turns into the idea of a set of geometric primitives, extracted within the shape of linear segments or polygons [6] in two-

dimensional space and planes and in three-dimensional space. Geometric maps are appropriate for planning the motion of robots mainly in dependent 

and indoor environments. In comparison, outside environments are very complicated to be represented and modeled only with a few geometric 

primitives. The biggest gain of a geometrical map is its capacity to show the objects within the environment within the form of CAD fashions. 

Maps, primarily based on markers [18], are a hard and fast of visible items with recognized positions. Unlike beacons, markers are not located into the 

environment for the motive of localization. The main cause of those maps is the localization of the robotic, but they'll also be beneficial for making 

plans the route of the robots. An crucial hassle of their use is the extraction of the most feature features of the float of facts with statistics from the 

sensors, which makes their use pricey in terms of the essential computational resource. During the development of the map, the recognized markers 

ought to be capable of speak with the tags, stored on the neighborhood map. Typically, these markers are recognized with the aid of snap shots received 

from the onboard digicam, but their extraction is viable from statistics, obtained from lasers, sonars, or radars. Typical examples of markers in a closed 

environment often are doorways, posters on and corners of the walls. In out of doors environment, the scenario will become even extra tough, due to the 

fact markers are greater hard to pick out and are a topic to modifications in the natural surroundings. Unlike the metric maps, topological maps display 

a graphical illustration of the operating environment [9], [1], [19], [20], [7]. They are used to depict geometric ratios of found gadgets in the 

environment. For their presentation are used graphs, wherein vertices are the gadgets and ribs define the connectivity among objects. The major 

blessings and disadvantages of the topological maps, consistent with [19], are that their use permits an green manner of planning the robotic’s path due 

to their simplicity, with which the working environment is represented, even as unique dedication of the placement of the robot isn't required. They also 

are useful in the symbolic representation of the running scene. These maps are not appropriate for the mapping of huge areas because of their difficult 
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creation and updating, as well as the inability to pick out the best path to reach the goal destination. Combining metric and topological maps gives the 

accuracy of the metric and the compactness of topological maps inside the exploration of massive environments.  

The intention of this paintings is to suggest a prototype of a cellular robotic for mapping. The robot can be used for obligations, such as testing and 

locating extraordinary simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms.   

HARDWARE 

Ultrasonic Sensor Explorer (USE)’s hardware part includes the following components:      

• Ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04 with range as much as four meters, Shown on Fig. 1.A;     

  

• Mainboard ROMER-BLE, Microcontroller: ATmega328P, Bootloader: Arduino UNO, On-board BLE  chip: TI CC2540, Shown on Fig. 

1.B;           

Proto Tank Mini Me, made from ABS plastic on RepRap Prusa Iteration 3 3-D printer, Shown on Fig.    1.C 

 

 

                

 

a/HC-SR04                                                        b/ROMEOBLE                                                                  c/ Mini-Me 

 

 

ULTRASONIC SENSOR HC-SR04         

             

The ultrasonic ranging module HC - SR04, as noted above, offers contactless dimension with 3mm ranging accuracy between 20 – 4000mm. The 

module includes ultrasonic transmitters, receiver and a control circuit. The fundamental principle of the work of this module is validated inside the next 

algorithm and timing diagrams proven in Fig. 2:         

   

• Prepare HC-SR04 for measurements (ROMEO BLE mainboard trigger input pin for at the least 10µs excessive stage signal); 

           

• ROMEO BLE mainboard watch for respond from module (the module automatically sends 8 pulses at 40kHz);    

           

ROMEO BLE mainboard captures width of echo sign lower back from HC-SR04 (time of excessive output degree duration is the time from sending 

ultrasonic signal to it returning. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Principal of work of HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor 

 

The assembled robot USE is shown in Fig. 3. The ultrasonic sensor is hooked up over the top of the chassis via micro servomotor. 
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Fig. 3. Assembled robot USE 

 

The cause of the micro servomotor is to rotate the sensor, at some point of scanning duration from the start line to the very last point and to return it to 

initial function for the next test. 

 

SOFTWARE 

 

Software consists of two separated parts: Firmware (Fig. Four.A) and Application (Fig. 4.B). The firmware component is Arduino source code mission, 

written in C++ programming language, that's deployed on the robotic. The application part is Windows IoT supply code, written in C# programming 

language, which can be run on PC, pill, telephone or ARM device  

    

 

a/ Firmware 
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b/ Application 

Fig. 4. Firmware and Application 

 

The verbal exchange among these  components of the Software: Firmware and Application, is offered on Fig. 5 The Application sends a SCAN 

command to the robot’s firmware. When the robotic gets a SCAN command, the characteristic ProcessCommand() starts. This feature sets up the 

ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04 and micro servo motor to initial position. The startup procedure takes one second. In the following step, the firmware 

measures a hundred and sixty pattern probes, every one in all them takes 50 milliseconds to finish. During the technique of scanning, the robotic sends 

lower back every dimension to the Application. The Application is waiting and shops all the facts coming from the robot. At the end, the Firmware 

sends an End- Of-Transmission (EOT) command, which indicates that the approaches of taking samples is over. When the Application gets this 

command, it starts two features: ProccessDataBlock() and DrawControlPoints(). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Communication between software parts 

 

The Firmware set of rules and supply code implementation for processing the acquired SCAN command is proven on the Fig. 6. The Application 

algorithms and supply code implementations for processing the obtained records block and visualizing calculated factors are proven on the Fig. 7 and 

Fig. Eight respectively. 
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a/ Algorithm for processing the SCAN command 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 

I. In this paper, a prototype of a mobile robot suitable for mapping is offered. It uses an ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04, which is a reasonably-

priced opportunity for sensor mapping as opposed to an high priced laser sensor. The hardware is based on ROMEO BLE mainboard. The 

Software includes  parts: firmware and application. The firmware element is an Arduino supply code undertaking, written in C++ 

programming language, which is deployed on the robotic. The utility component is Windows IoT source code, written in C# programming 

language, which may be run on PC, tablet, cellphone or ARM tool. The counseled robot has been examined inside the university lab 

surroundings. 

II. Ultrasonic Sensor Explorer can be progressed by way of adding actual time records visualization. This can be done within the Application 

component, all through the reception of the pattern probes. Further in the software program can be carried out an set of rules for visualizing 

most effective the factors, whose values has been modified for the reason that remaining scan. This would cause minimizing the calculation 

and may produce a lighter prototype version of the robot for further exploration. 
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